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Hello this is an interview with Barry Spanjaars and know

that interviews are hard to do. But tell me when you first

noticed something was wrong where were you how old were

you the anti-Jewish laws that came in or deportation. Where

would you start

guess it all started when first noticed that something

was wrong. was ten years old. was woken up guess it

was about 500 oclock in the morning and heard lot of

noise outside and it turned out that German bombers were

flying over Amsterdam and the Dutch Army was trying to shoot

them down. Thats when first noticed something was wrong.

That was the beginning of the war which lasted five days.

Then the Germans came in and it wasnt too long after that

when they started to take lot of our civil rights away

particularly the Jewish people. We had to fill out forms in

school about how many Jewish grandparents we had which we

had to turn back into the school. And the Germans of course

kept records of these things. And then orders came out that

anyone with two or more Jewish grandparents was considered

full-fledged Jew and would have to start wearing yellow

Jewish-Star. With that order came also lot of other orders.

We couldnt go to stores we couldnt go into public parks

couldnt sit on public bench had to be in off the street at

800 oclock at night couldnt ride street cars buses or
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trains had to turn in our radios bicycles and telephones.

You know it became very tough.

What town were you in

was in Amsterdam Holland.

Were you deported from Amsterdam

Yes was arrested April 16 1943. 200 oclock in the

morning suddenly our front door was kicked in by members of

the Greater Politzi with machine guns and we were deported to

camp called Westerborg where we spent almost year. In

between was sent for one month to Amasforts phonetic

which is in Holland political prison camp back to

Westerborg and then in February 1944 we were sent in cattle

cars to Bergen-Belsen in northern Germany.

You know what scholars want to know. am torn in these

interviews between doing them for radio and for the scholars

that we are connected to. They want specific memories what

are some of the things you remember most about the camps

What was day in the life of camp like

What stays with me most was the terrible hunger food was

uppermost in our minds 24 hours day because we were just

really starved out the cold the helplessness the hopeless

ness the fear of will be alive tomorrow The fear of this

never being over never getting out of it. Just spending the

rest of your life if you stayed alive under those conditions
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things like that.

You were child

When was arrested was 13 right after my Bar Mitzvah. You

know its weird thing unintelligible when you think you are

the only one in the world it becomes horrifying thing but it

happens to almost everybody. An example of that is lets say

woman who is getting divorced thinks she is the only one in the

world and she will never survive this and she is going to die

and her life is over. Until she goes to an organization where

she meets other divorced people they are okay they are laugh

ing and eating and breathing dating and having good time and

that helps. So in situation like that too you say whats the

big deal everybody is being arrested everybody is in the camp

you know. Lets say you go to the Grand Canyon whats the big

deal everybody goes to the Grand Canyon. If you were the only

one that ever went to the Grand Canyon it would really be an

event. Not that it helps but you do think of it in the terms

that you were just asking me about. It happens to everybody.

The children were the first to be killed. Did you see other

children being deported How did you find out about the gas

chambers

That is good question. Yes from what understand the

children of course under 15 who were useless to the Germans

as far as slave labor is concerned they were immediately sent
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to the gas chambers. Thank God did not witness this. There

were no gas chambers as far as know in Germany they were

all in Poland and for good reason. saw no children being

killed. saw hundreds and hundreds of children die. Of

course there is difference between-

You saw people die

Yes oh everyday all around me. In the end was sharing

the bed with three four or five other boys or men and it

would be nothing to wake up with body next to you the next

morning. You get used to it you have to. Because if you

dont you go crazy.

am often asked to speak speak lot in schools in high

schools Ive given almost 300 lectures in schools. am often

asked How can you handle that seeing all those bodies and

all that am giving this as an example the television

show Quincy. Have you seen that Where they start out

Quincy is in this operating room and there is body under the

sheet and these six very tough Los Angeles policemen are

standing there and all of sudden he takes the sheet off and

one by one these policemen pass out. The people working in

the lab they dont pass out they are used to it. am sure

when they first saw their first dead body maybe they passed

out. But then you start getting used to it you have to get

used to it because if you dont you will go crazy and you will

die.
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When you were in the camp did you write for Einz Drei Can

Take Fuhrer Did you think can go through this can

survive have to do this anyway unintelligible

It is very difficult after all these years especially when

you were that young to recall you know deep inner thoughts.

But as said out of the vectorside unintelligible dont

let this get you down because youth be one of them. If you

just try to make believe it is not happening you are on.

didnt then and guess still dont take things too

seriously even those kind of things. In fact was talking

to another veteran this morning. My wife was complimenting

him on his wonderful sense of humor and said Isnt that

really what got us through the camps.

Was it

For me yes.

Do you remember similar occurrences before unintelligible

enjoy the comradeship friendship was important

There was-

Or did you go alone

No no was very close with one particular boy who is

still alive today and write about him in my book. Jacques

his name is dont want to mention his last name he is

still alive. Yes we had friendships. We did not do lot of
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laughing but we did have our laughs there were jokes.

You know most of your humor comes from prisons most of your

humor comes from adverse conditions. Thats why they say the

Jews have the most wonderful sense of humor. Black people

have wonderful sense of humor because they have always lived

under adversity.

Does your experience make you more sympathetic to Black

people for example to the oppression of other people

would say so. had tremendous shock when came back to

this country in 1945. was unfortunately sent to military

school in Virginia. The first thing saw when stepped off

the bus were signs white bathroom colored bathroom white

fountain colored fountain. couldnt believe just

couldnt believe it because had always heard of America

as country where everything is perfect everything was

wonderful. just couldnt believe that. Of course am

always sympathetic to people who are being treated less than

human beings.

This best friend you had in the camp did you see people

helping each other did you see people being tender or did

you see most people being so upset that they couldnt really

communicate with others

Thats question wish you had not asked. Most families

like my father would say Im not hungry. already ate
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while was working. He would give his crust of bread to

my mother or to myself. Yes. But have also seen the other

side. When you are hungry and cold and hopeless you can very

easily turn human being into an animal. And they can do

terrible things. And have seen boys stealing bread from

their father or daughters from their mother or vice versa or

brothers from each other. And they used to have vicious

fights every day after the turnip water was handed out at

1200 noon. They used to come in bits phonetic dont

know they came down with cans and the boys my age used to

have vicious fights every day over who was going to get an

opportunity to lick out the cans you know with their hands

with their fingers to go along the edge to clean out the

little bit that was left over. They used to have vicious

fights everyday. When you are hungry you can do weird

things believe me.

Did you

Did do weird things used to fight to try to get to what

we call the hamelyn phonetic as it is called in Dutch.

How was the fighting the person that was the loudest

Yeah the strongest the bully you know. There wasnt

always fights there was sometimes now its my turn or

yesterday it was your turn. Things like that.

Did you ever write poetry or did you do anything during the
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What did you do during the day

During the day usually you would start out with the plow as

recall it you would line these up in big field you

would have to count this and sometimes that would take hours.

And then we would spend the rest of the morning waiting for

1200 oclock and then they came around with the turnip

water. And then in the afternoon we would stay waiting for

600 oclock when they gave us each thick slice of black

bread. In between we would just talk. You know you get

together and talk about the good old days in Amsterdam and

the games we used to play and what are we going to do if we

ever get out. dont believe we ever said when we get out

because none of us believed we ever would.

Did you believe you would survive

No we didnt think there would ever be an end to all of

this. had no idea how it would end. There was one time

that we got little hopeful. was the commanding officers

private orderly messenger boy Josef Kramers messenger boy.

And as such was outside of the few Greeks the Greek Jews

who were running the camp but in the camp was about the

only one that could be in the neighborhood of the SS men

without being kicked away. And could talk to them and they

could talk to me sometimes. And remember one afternoon

heard one SS man say to another unintelligible
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cherne deine pack sache phonetic. Which at the time

did not understand so ran home and asked my father who

spoke German. What does that mean unintelligible

cherne deine pack sache phonetic And he says that

means the invasion is fact. And pretty soon news went

around the camp that Day although we did not call it

Day that the Americans had invaded Europe. And we

started to pack our bags thats it we were going home.

The next day there were planes flying over our camp and

we were watching for the parachuters to come out and

liberate us but nobody came out and the planes disappeared.

And as it turned out it was almost whole year yet before

the liberation finally took place.

You were in camp for total of about three years

Two.

Lowenberg did you know him phonetic

No.

From Amsterdam

No.

How do you cope since the war How does one cope with going

through this

was very fortunate. came here before the end of the war

dont know if mentioned it to you because of my American

citizenship that was exchanged five months before the end
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of the war for five German officers.

How did you have American citizenship

was born in New York. didnt mention it to you was

just interviewed on television. dont know if told you

that or them that.

Unintelligible

Okay. My father and mother immigrated from Holland in the

in the 1920s met in New York and got married and was

born there in 1929. Therefore am an American citizen.

In 1932 my family unfortunately they took me back to Europe

where we stayed. So was an American citizen.

As said in January of 1945 we were released from Bergen

Belsen and exchanged for five German officers. My father and

mother had not become Americans but they were allowed to

accompany me. And so we went to Zwitzerland and two days after

we arrived my father unfortunately died from starvation and

diseases. And then we arrived in the United States on

Washingtons Birthday in 1945 four months before the end of

the war. So when arrived in New York was suddenly back in

civilization. My mother and were the only survivors from the

camps in the United States the first ones to arrive here. So

you have to immediately adjust you have to learn to speak

English again dont know English and go to school and

suddenly like cold turkey. Most of the survivors after the
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camp they were in DP camps for three or four years with other

survivors or maybe they went back to Holland and met with other

survivors and some married survivors but was like cold

turkey-boom--we moved from anything to do with the camps.

So immediately became Americanized. learned how to speak

English. went to school. Never told my friends about my

experiences didnt want to. Because at first couldnt avoid

it. We were written up in all the newspapers in New York

because we were the first ones to arrive here from the camps

so became like celebrity in the school. And at first there

was tremendous admiration even jealousy. was almost like

celebrity but it could turn into sort of pity and you know

if did something wrong it wasnt because was stupid kid

did something wrong because was survivor. got very

tired of that. It was like lady who has been marrried for 20

years and suddenly her husband dies and the neighbors are all

very sympathetic. They say Oh come and spend time with us

and lets go shopping together and blah-blah-blah. And its

wonderful for two or three weeks and they say go on with your

life already get out of here. How long can you have sympathy

So decided am not going to tell anyone about it which

didnt.

was sent to military school in Virginia unfortunately

where was terribly lonely. It was there in 1946 was
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16 years old when got this urge to write it all down which

did thank God. At the time didnt know why but just

had to write it down. There was nobody to talk to there were

no pyschiatrists around that understood. It was during the

second world war people were of course much more concerned

with returning soldiers and finding housing and jobs.

They couldnt care less about us and understandably so.

So wrote it all down put it away and never looked at it

again.

And so we quite accidentally found that in 1978 and my wife

insisted that we publish it and didnt want to because

never wrote it down for anyone to read. realized also

years later that did it to get it off my chest so could

go on with my life. And then in 1978 my wife insisted that

we have it published. We worked on it for about three years

writing and rewriting and editing. My wife did all the

editing. And it came out in September 1981 and we are now

in our second printing but you cant see this on radio.

Its called Dont Fence Me In An American Teenager In The

Holocaust. The title Dont Fence Me In got from when we

arrived dont forget during the war in New York Harbor on

ship that had mostly wounded American soldiers that had

also been captured by the Germans and had been released by

the Germans because of the terrible wounds they couldnt
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fight any more.

For all returning war heroes there was tremendous welcome

in New York Harbor. And there was tug boat going in New

York Harbor that had loud speaker on board and was playing

over and over again big song hit of that day which was

sung by Bing Crosby called Dont Fence Me In. That is where

got the title of the book.

What was the response to the book unintelligible

At first the response was twofold one from the publishers

that couldnt care less they say there is absolutely no

interest in the holocaust and nobody cares. On the other

hand tremendous interest by students. As said speak

in high schools and junior high schools and the kids just

love the book they do book reports on it. The kids write me

letters from all over the country. have correspondence

going with kids from all over the country. Some schools

districts have adopted the book as supplementary text book

we have teachers guide that goes with the book and am

just thrilled about that. would much much rather have the

kids read it than to have some stranger or some adult in the

bookstore buy the book and dont know them and they dont

know me. would much rather sell it to them personally and

sell it just little bit above cost and sign the book to

them and know they will treasure it and show it to their
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kids. Thats very exciting.

You call your group the lost generation which means that very

few of you your age survived very few children. Is that

obviously terribly troublesome and horrible but do you feel

the lack of people your age Are you aware that there are

not many survivors that were children

Well there are two lacks that feel. One is that all my

school buddies and the kids knew in the neighborhood have

all disappeared. dont have any kids left from my youth

but thats been terrible thing. have often wondered

while am here should ask for some of these kids that

disappeared out of my classroom or out of my neighborhood.

Whats the use know they are no longer alive. And

another thing that am still quite angry about that is they

took my youth away. You know the ages of 13 14 and 15

actually are important should have been flirting with

girls or going to the movies or eating hot dogs on the

street corner. was glad to stay alive in the concen

tration camp. And always will resent that the rest of

my life.

Have you met many other kids people that were children in

the camp
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met one fellow the other day who am quite sure we knew

each other in the camp not as buddies but we knew each

other. He happens to be one year older. Thats about all.

The rest of the people that meet that were in my camp or

like lady met the other day here at the gathering who

lives just five houses away from my house we didnt know

each other. At the time was ten and she was nineteen so

she was woman as far as was concerned. No most of the

people that meet are older ten fifteen twenty years

older than am.

So it is loss of friends people your own age

The whole past is like disappeared. You know like you can

go maybe back to Brooklyn lets say you lived there and go

Heh remember me Well dont have that. Except for

that one boy didnt know him in Amsterdam he was my

friend in the camps. didnt know him before the camp.

cant think of anyone that knew before. Well yes an

ex-girl friend of mine who got away and lives in Baltimore

now. She went into hiding. She was my girl friend when we

were kids. She is alive.

Was there any romance in the camps Was anyone able to

connect with the womens camps

When we were inaudible that particular camp the men and

women were together. They slept in different barracks but
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we saw each other everyday. If there was any romance you

know you have to remember was thirteen fourteen at the

time. And in Europe in those days thirteen-year-old kid

was just that--a kid. didnt even know how to spell the

word sex let alone know about sex wouldnt know what they

were doing except maybe wrestling. So if there was any

was not aware of it. As far as we were concerned my God

people looked so terrible and starved out you know you are

not in the least bit interested as kid no.

How about women that were pregnant Did you have any aware

ness of what happened to them

have heard of few times when there was baby born and

the SS men used to take the baby outside and throw it up in

the air and catch it on their bayonet.

Did you see it

No didnt see it. heard about that. know definitely

it happened in other camps. But our camp was not death

camp it was not an extermination camp. Our camp was not

built to kill people but that didnt stop 60000 people from

dying there anyway.

How about medical experiments were they done at your camp

No not as far as know. In our particular part of Bergen

Belsen next door there was womens camp those were women

and children who had been in Auschwitz and in order to get
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those Jews away from the Russians as the Russians were

approaching Auschwitz Hitler decided to move all those Jews

to our camp Bergen-Belsen. Amongst one of those transports

by the way was Anne Frank. And they were in the camp next

door to us and that was socalled womens camp. There were

no men there.

What was your question again

The romance

Yes think answered that. They all looked so terrible.

When you talk about medical experiments no there were no

medical experiments as far as know. Yes there was no

medical care remember. was going to say our camp our

particular part of the camp all consisted of Jews with

foreign documents okay like myself with American papers.

Most of the people and in particular had so-called foreign

papers they were all phony papers.

Inaudible

No Hitler saved me to exchange me. The fact of the matter

is-.

They were allowed to learn certain things--

The fact of the matter is that Hitler was willing to let me

go years before. had the documents and the Swiss Counsel

who was representing the American Counsel during the war

and its in the book showing that had been considered for
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an exchange to the United States and if the United States had

accepted me then in 1942 was old enough to decamp am

kidding. This says that we are being exchanged according

to inaudible for an exchange to the United States that was

in 1942 July 1942. If the United States had said just send

them Hitler would have let me go three years earlier. But

unfortunately it took them long time you know to make up

their mind.

The other people in our camp were people who had purchased

citizenships into Mexico Guatemala San Salvador Haiti and

they were all phony citizenships. But Germany said Okay

if you are citizen of Haiti you go to Bergen-Belsen and

we will arrange for your exchange. But when the Nazis ap

proached these countries these people said we dont know

these people they are not citizens of our country and so

they didnt accept them.

How about the resistance movements did you see any signs

of resistance movements

did not in our camp. Again that doesnt mean there wasnt

any just never saw any. Oh in occupation in Holland

there was tremendous resistance. In the camps what can you

do You are lucky you can walk. What kind of resistance

you know.

Was your camp considered any better than another camp
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Not an extermination camp

heard recently that Bergen-Belsen outside of Auschwitz was

about the worse camp there was. think more people died in

Bergen-Belsen than any other camp with the exception of

course Auschwitz but in Auschwitz you were killed. You

arrived at the railroad station and probably within day you

were dead. And have often wondered and have never had the

answer. What was better to get killed in gas chamber in

half-hour or to die slowly over six-months or year period

in Bergen-Belsen If you were not sent to the gas chambers

in Auschwitz understand that Auschwitz was better camp

than Bergen-Belsen. am sure the people in Auschwitz who

were there was not were arguing the point. But the fact

is there are quite few people who survived Auschwitz.

May ask you one last question and thats how you are

feeling being at the conference.

It is tremendous feeling. am very sorry that missed

the one two years ago in Jerusalem. missed it for two

reasons number one of course did not have the money

and number two did not realize it then its significance.

It wasnt given that much publicity. heard they were going

to have conference. figured okay if dont go this

year will go next year. did not realize it was going

to be the only one. am very very sorry missed it.
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decided if they ever have another one dont care where it

is will go and we are here. Its exciting its exhausting

its emotional its really quite an experience. To hear

President Reagan speak beautifully last night dont know

if you heard it. Elie Wiesel to me was like an angel have

never heard man talk so beautifully. Just meeting the people

its magnificent.

Thank you.

Thank you.

Thank you so much.


